PRESS RELEASE

FillBoards™ by Alvern Media raising awareness for road safety
The German Federal Ministry of Transport implements campaign on pump
nozzles for better visibility during the winter
Hamburg, December 13th, 2012. There were more than 2.4 million accidents in
Germany in 2011. 4009 people lost their lives. It is this time of the year – when the
days become shorter – that shows a significant increase in the risk of accidents. Rain,
fog and even ice and snow cause bad visibility conditions. The Federal Ministry of
Transport, Building and Urban Development (BMVBS) and the German Traffic Safety
Association (DVR) have therefore started a campaign to remind drivers to do their best
when it comes to maintaining clear visibility and functioning lights on their cars. The
campaign includes 900 petrol stations and aims at accident prevention. Ambient
specialists Alvern Media created the FillBoards™ - pump nozzle ads - that feature
slogans such as “Lights on!”, “All windows clear!” or “Frost-free lights!” in five select
federal states for the entire month of December.

The Ambient campaign effectively supports the traffic safety campaign “Runter vom
Gas” (“Foot off the gas!”) in their winter activities. Huge posters were installed on
roadsides at the outskirts of several small and mid-sized cities in Bavaria, Saxony,
Brandenburg, Lower-Saxony and North Rhine-Westphalia. The transregional motto
used on the posters is the same that is being used on the pump nozzles: “Auf
Wintersehen!” (a pun comprising the German “Auf Wiedersehen”/”See you soon” and
the word “winter”). The motifs used try to relate the essential aspects of the importance
of a clear view and good visibility in an insistent yet charming way. While filling their
tanks, drivers come into direct contact with the advertising medium reminding them to
always keep all of their car’s windows and lights clear of ice and snow.
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The FillBoard™ campaign is mainly focused on petrol stations in the vicinity of smaller
main roads. Statistics show that these roads are especially hazardous. Poor visibility
increases the risk significantly. About 66 percent of all accidents occur during winter in
rural areas, for example on country roads and highways. Normally it is exactly the
opposite: Approximately 66 percent of all accidents usually take place in small towns
and villages.

"There is hardly any better medium than the FillBoard™ to sensitise drivers to this
danger while at the same time drawing their attention to the importance of their own
role," says Sven Wucherpfennig, Managing Director of Alvern Media GmbH. "Our
numbers show that advertisements at the pumps have an extremely high viewing rate
because of the lack of distraction. And what better place than a petrol station to
promote the campaign’s message of staying on the safe side. We regard this as a
challenge for our medium to prove its effectivity over and above merely creating
incentive for consumption. The FillBoard™ will contribute its fair share to greater road
safety!"

Photos can be found in the attachment and on request at rossner@rossnerrelations.de.
The photos are free of charge for editorial use. Please include the photo credit “Alvern
Media”.

Alvern Media GmbH
Alvern has been an established provider of innovative advertising at petrol stations
since 1997. Alvern Media GmbH has patented the Fillboard™ advertisements on petrol
pumps as an outdoor medium in 43 countries all across Europe. Moreover, they
introduced DoorMedia™ (door graphics) in Germany. Alvern has a portfolio of more
than 240,000 advertisement spaces on the German and Austrian markets; this number
increases to 560,000 when counting the total number of advertising spaces in all of
Europe.
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More than 9,500 German petrol stations have been supplied with FillBoards™. This
equals 76 percent of the pump volume. Also, approximately 2,000 stations operated by
different oil companies can be supplied with DoorMedia™. Alvern is a member of the
Ambient Media trade association. Following an independent assessment, the Ambient
Media specialists were once again awarded the FAM Seal of Quality in 2012. More on
Alvern Media can be found at www.alvern.de .
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